GW7120

Smart Ultrasonic Sensor SoC with LIN Interface

Description

The GW7120 with integrated analog front end and microcontroller offers ultrasonic range detection with minimum component count. A single ultrasonic transducer with a center tapped transformer is directly driven with programmable 30kHz to 80kHz bursts. Supported transducers allow distance measuring from 30cm to 5m with a resolution of 1cm.

The received echo signal is amplified and converted by an internal 12-bit ADC. Digital filtering and envelope detection achieves excellent tracking with the sending frequency. Operating temperature information can be read out using the internal temperature sensor and the ADC.

An onboard Flash memory stores processed values of the oscillator/sending frequency, transmitted power and receiver sensitivity. The GW7120 has multiple communication interfaces for ease of connecting with a host – LIN, UART and I²C interface.

Features

- Analog Front End integrated stand-alone
  Ultrasonic Park Assist Solution
- PWM output driver for Ultrasonic Transducer
- Programmable Transducer Power
- Programmable Receiver Sensitivity
- Embedded Flash Storage for Calibration Values
- Digital Filtering and Signal Processing including Envelope Detection
- Adjustable Burst Length and Filter Bandwidth
- Internal Oscillator
- LIN interface
- 8bit CPU with 16MHz Clock
- 16K Flash memory for customer program
- 2K SRAM
- Fast Calibration Data and Program Update via LIN

Physical Characteristics

- Operating voltages
  - External supply voltage: 8V to 18V
  - I/O supply voltage: 5V
  - Analog core voltage: 5.0V
  - Digital core voltage: 1.5V
- Operating temperature (ambient – AEC-Q100 Grade 2): -40°C to 105°C
- Available in a 5x5 0.4mm pitch 40-QFN package

Typical Applications

- Ultrasonic Park Assist Systems
- Blind Spot Detection
- Industrial Distance Measuring
- Robotics

Basic Application Diagram
Block Diagram
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**Figure 1 Functional Block Diagram of the GW7120**

Package Information

![Package Diagram](image)

**Ordering Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device name</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GW7120_Q40A</td>
<td>40QFN, 5x5, 0.4 mm pitch</td>
<td>QFN40, Automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW7120_Q40I</td>
<td>40QFN, 5x5, 0.4 mm pitch</td>
<td>QFN40, Industrial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notice

1. Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided only to illustrate the operation of semiconductor products and application examples. You are fully responsible for the incorporation or any other use of the circuits, software, and information in the design of your product or system.

2. Gwanak Analog disclaims any and all liability for any losses and damages incurred by you or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software, or information.

3. Gwanak Analog hereby expressly disclaims any warranties against and liability for infringement or any other claims involving patents, copyrights, or other intellectual property rights of third parties, by or arising from the use of Gwanak Analog products or technical information described in this document, including but not limited to, the product data, drawings, charts, programs, algorithms, and application examples.

4. No license, express, implied or otherwise, is granted hereby under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property rights of Gwanak Analog or others.

5. You shall be responsible for determining what licenses are required from any third parties, and obtaining such licenses for the lawful import, export, manufacture, sales, utilization, distribution or other disposal of any products incorporating Gwanak Analog products, if required.

6. You shall not alter, modify, copy, or reverse engineer any Gwanak Analog product, whether in whole or in part. Gwanak Analog disclaims any and all liability for any losses or damages incurred by you or third parties arising from such alteration, modification, copying or reverse engineering.

7. No semiconductor product is absolutely secure. Notwithstanding any security measures or features that may be implemented in Gwanak Analog hardware or software products, Gwanak Analog shall have absolutely no liability arising out of any vulnerability or security breach, including but not limited to any unauthorized access to or use of a Gwanak Analog product or a system that uses a Gwanak Analog product. Gwanak Analog does not warrant or guarantee that Gwanak Analog products, or any systems created using Gwanak Analog products will be invulnerable or free from corruption, attack, viruses, interference, hacking, data loss or theft, or other security intrusion ("vulnerability issues"). Gwanak Analog disclaims any and all responsibility or liability arising from or related to any vulnerability issues. Furthermore, to the extent permitted by applicable law, Gwanak Analog disclaims any and all warranties, express or implied, with respect to this document and any related or accompanying software or hardware, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose.

8. Although Gwanak Analog endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of Gwanak Analog products, semiconductor products have specific characteristics, such as the occurrence of failure at a certain rate and malfunctions under certain use conditions. Unless designated as a high reliability product or a product for harsh environments in a Gwanak Analog data sheet or other Gwanak Analog document, Gwanak Analog products are not subject to radiation resistance design. You are responsible for implementing safety measures to guard against the possibility of bodily injury, injury or damage caused by fire, and/or danger to the public in the event of a failure or malfunction of Gwanak Analog products, such as safety design for hardware and software, including but not limited to redundancy, fire control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures. Because the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult and impractical, you are responsible for evaluating the safety of the final products or systems manufactured by you.

9. Please contact a Gwanak Analog sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental compatibility of each Gwanak Analog product. You are responsible for carefully and sufficiently investigating applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive, and using Gwanak Analog products in compliance with all these applicable laws and regulations. Gwanak Analog disclaims any and all liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with applicable laws and regulations.

10. Gwanak Analog products and technologies shall not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited under any applicable domestic or foreign laws or regulations. You shall comply with any applicable export control laws and regulations promulgated and administered by the governments of any countries asserting jurisdiction over the parties or transactions.

11. It is the responsibility of the buyer or distributor of Gwanak Analog products, or any other party who distributes, disposes of, or otherwise sells or transfers the product to a third party, to notify such third party in advance of the contents and conditions set forth in this document.

12. This document shall not be reprinted, reproduced or duplicated in any form, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of Gwanak Analog.

13. Please contact a Gwanak Analog sales office if you have any questions regarding the information contained in this document or Gwanak Analog products.
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